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• Change among Hispanic population
– Population decline

– Population dispersal across the U.S.

• Cause of population shifts

• Discuss how (if) our campuses are adjusting to these 
demographic shifts

• Factors to consider to strategically recruit Latino/a students

• Discuss changes you can implement to shift your campus’ 
college demographics

Overview



Demographic Changes



• Hispanic population has been one of the fastest growing
– 1970: Hispanic population grew 592% vs over U.S. population growth of 56%

• Growth attributed to immigration from Latin America, the most coming from Mexico

– In 2008, U.S. Census Bureau projected Hispanic population would reach 133 
million by 2050

– By 2012, that projection dropped to 112 million

• Hispanic population dispersal to places with traditionally fewer Latinos 
began in the 1990s

• Hispanics are the youngest major race group

Quick Facts



• Population currently stands at 57 million 
– 66% are U.S. born

– Foreign-born:
• 3 out 10 are U.S. Permanent Residents

• 4 out of 10 are undocumented

• 78% of immigrants come from Latin America

• In most states, U.S.-born Hispanics outnumber foreign-born 
Hispanics. 
– Two exceptions:

• District of Columbia: 53% of Hispanics were foreign born in 2014

• Maryland: half of Hispanics were foreign born

Quick Facts



Hispanic Population Decline



Hispanic Population Decline



• Immigration has slowed down since mid-2000s

• Immigration has reversed back to Mexico since 2009

• Hispanic U.S. birth rates have been on a decline since the Great 
Recession

Cause for Population Decline



Hispanic Population Trend



Hispanic Population Trend



Hispanic Population Dispersal



Hispanic Population Dispersal



Population Shifts Across the U.S.



Population Shifts Across the U.S.



Population Shifts Across the U.S.



Hispanic Population Dispersal



• Half of U.S. Hispanics fear deportation of someone they know

• 4 out of 10 Hispanics are concerned about their place in America
– Those without U.S. Citizenship or do not hold a green card are more likely 

to express concern 

• In February 2017, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
“issued new immigration enforcement policies that widen the 
pool of unauthorized immigrants prioritized for deportation”

New Challenges to Consider



Top Priority Issues



Educational Attainment



How is your institution recruiting Latino/a students 
and supporting them once on campus?



• If traveling is not an option, how is your institution connecting 
and engaging with Latino/a students?

• The students who are engaging with your campus, virtually or 
on-campus, are they learning about the resources available to 
them?

• Do current students connect with prospective students?

Questions to Consider



• Family encouragement
– Emotional, mental, psychological, and financial support received by any member 

of the immediate or extended family

• Personal and intellectual growth
– Improving their intellectual capacity, desire to learn and/or study, developing 

themselves as a whole person, increasing emotional development, and proving 
themselves that they could reach personal goals 

• A better life
– Support or inspiration received from anyone outside of the family who helped 

through the process of applying and getting into college (included teachers, 
counselors, advisors, coaches and outreach programs)

• Guiding support
– Better employment and economic status than their parents, improving their 

family’s quality of life, and changing their family's educational cycle to restructure 
norms

Motivation for First-Generation Latino Males



• Make information easily accessible and visible on your website
– Fly-out programs

– Contact information

– Admissions officers who speak another language

– Resources available on campus

– Special programs or opportunities

• Analyze your prospect student data
– Where are your Hispanic students?

– Develop targeted communication
• Create profiles of your current students

Ideas for Implementation



• Review steps that could be barriers for students
– Official test scores or transcripts

• Meet with faculty and staff to learn of resources available (or 
opportunities to create new ones) and report back to your staff

• Be cautious of bias

• Looking for students to prove their race

Ideas for Implementation
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